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The interest to immersed boundary (IB) methods increases a lot last decades. The IB method 
was originally developed in 1972 [1] for simulating inviscid flows with complex embedded 
solid boundaries on Cartesian grids, but later on a large number of modifications was 
proposed for a wide class of applications. In the IB approach the presence of complex 
boundary is replaced by a forcing term which mimics the influence of the obstacle on the 
flow. The main advantage of all IB methods is associated with the fact that it is not necessary 
to generate body-conforming grid that is very cumbersome especially in cases with 
complicated geometry. Moreover in cases with moving obstacles such an approach is 
relatively simple and it doesn’t need a time-consuming deformation or regeneration of the 
mesh. 
 
Our IB method is based on penalization technique [2] but using unstructured meshes. For 
compressible flows an external forcing term system which reproduces the presence of the 
solid body is explicitly added to the momentum and total energy equations of the  
Navier-Stokes: 
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where ( )χ x  is the mask function equal to zero outside obstacle and to one otherwise, obstE  is 
the energy of the obstacle. Here we obtain Brinkmann equations inside the obstacles, which 
considered as porous media with a very small intrinsic permeability 1/ η .  
 
This method was implemented in the computational fluid dynamic in-house code 
NOISEtte [3]. For the spatial discretization it uses higher-accuracy EBR (Edge-Based 
Reconstruction) scheme and 2-nd order implicit Newton-based method for the time 
integration. 
 
Several benchmark cases are presented including shock-cylinder interaction and supersonic 
flow around a cylinder. Our numerical results were compared with results obtained from 
body-conforming method (see Fig.1), with results from [2] and with results of the commercial 
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Fluent code. Comparison shows a good agreement in local and global behavior of the flows 
considered.  

  
Figure1: supersonic flow around a cylinder – numerical Shlieren-like images  

obtained from the density: body-conforming (left) and immersed boundary (right) methods. 
 
To demonstrate the ability of the penalization technique, we will show the flows over  
3D obstacles with complicated geometry (see Fig 2).  

       
Figure2: flow around a 3D obstacle  

(the shape of the obstacle is related with the modeling of deflectors used in aviation).  
 
The results of numerical simulations confirm the potential in using this approach to enforce 
no-slip boundary condition, near zero velocities and constant temperature inside a solid 
obstacle. Using unstructured meshes we get a possibility to combine different approaches: 
body-conforming for obstacles where it is important to provide high accuracy simulation of 
boundary layers over a surface (e.g. an airframe), and IB method for modeling some moving 
obstacles (e.g. payload dropped from an aircraft). Other numerical simulations results will be 
presented. 
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